Final Exams

Online + On-Campus

- Write ALL exams at UW*
- View online course exam schedule on Quest

Available in British Columbia, Alberta and Ontario

Online Only

- Write at approved exam centre**
- Choose exam centre in Quest if:
  1. You live within 100km of a centre
  2. You are taking 1-2 courses that have final exams (part-time)
- 3-5 exams (full-time) or too far from a centre?

Write with a proctor*** (or at UW)

- Unexpected cancellation @ exam centre (e.g. weather)?
- Military requirements?
- Special accommodations?

*Check when the final exam schedule is released each term at:
  uwaterloo.ca/registrar/final-examinations/exam-schedule

**Check the exam centre sign-up deadline each term at:
  uwaterloo.ca/extended-learning/learn-online/write-exams/exam-centres

***Check the proctor submission deadline each term at:
  uwaterloo.ca/extended-learning/learn-online/write-exams/writing-proctor

This is a guideline only. For more information on writing exams for online courses, visit the Centre for Extended Learning’s website: uwaterloo.ca/extended-learning/